New Features for **MyCIS**  
[utdirect.utexas.edu/ctl/ecis/results/mycis.WBX](http://utdirect.utexas.edu/ctl/ecis/results/mycis.WBX)

### Response Rate Tracking

While your surveys are active (i.e., the “Admin Period”) you can now track student completion rates for all of your course(s) on your MyCIS page. As of Spring 2020, this number will update live, and you can actually see progress in real time.

(Note: Students do not have to answer all questions or comment for a CIS to be marked “complete”)

### Student Preview

To see a sample of the survey being sent to your students, simply click on this blue “eCIS” hyperlink, and...

...It should take you to a page that looks like this (left). This will be how your name appears on their CIS landing page.

Click on your name to see all of the questions being asked exactly as they appear to your students.

---

**Questions:** nick.hinojosa@austin.utexas.edu